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Jewish 
Commission

Pictured Above: The Yiddish newspaper 
Morgen Freiheit. the organ of the 

Communist Party’s Jewish Commission
 

“The central and 
major task is the fight 
for Marxism, for the 
Marxist solution of 

the national and 
colonial question and 

of the Jewish 
question, for the 

Marxist solution of all 
major problems of 

humanity.”- 
Alexander Bittelman 
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Zionism Important Jewish 
Communists

Antisemitism and 
Capitalism

Karl Marx
Lazar Kaganovich
Fanny Heckman
Alexander Bittelman
Moissaye J. Olgin
Maxine Levy
Jack Kling
Herbert Aptheker
Mátyás Rákosi
Col. Gen. David Dragunsky
Rosa Luxemburg
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
Israel Amter
Andrew Rothstein
Mike Gold
Hyman Lumer

      Zionism divides the Jewish working 
class by convincing Jews that the 
solution to all our problems can be fixed 
by having a nation to call our own. This is 
incorrect however, class divisions still 
exist in Israel, just like any other 
capitalist society. 

      Theodore Herzl was a leading figure 
in the Zionist movement, he was 
responsible for the “Uganda Plan” which 
would have seen a Jewish state in Africa. 
Herzl cared more about creating a Jewish 
state then the Jewish working class. His 
book Der Judenstaat even blames the 
Jewish people for antisemitism; “The 
Jewish question exists wherever Jews 
live in perceptible numbers. Where it 
does not exist, it is carried by Jews in the 
course of their migrations. We naturally 
move to those places where we are not 
persecuted, and there our presence 
produces persecution”.

Antisemitism is a tool used 
by capitalists to divide 
workers
Antisemitism serves a social 
function which intends to 
disconnect working class 
people from one another
Antisemitism works the 
same way as other 
reactionary ideas like
racism, sexism, xenophobia, 
homophobia, and 
transphobia
Under socialism in the 
Soviet Union, antisemitism 
was made illegal by the 
Soviet Constitution


